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Baton Rouge Soccer Club Secures a Spot for
2018 Generation Adidas International Olympique Lyonnais Select Program
Kiley Jones traveled to Lyon, France to train with Olympique Lyonnais Academy coaches through invite only
generation adidas international Select.
DATE: 8/27/2018
ATLANTA, GA - This year Baton Rouge Soccer Club is proud to announce that
Kiley Jones was selected for one of the 32 spots for the generation Adidas
International Olympique Lyonnais Select Program.
Each year the top Adidas youth
soccer clubs nationwide have the
exclusive opportunity to
nominate players and coaches to
participate in the generation
adidas international Select
program. 96 talented players
have been invited to train this August at Real Madrid
Foundation, A.F.C. Ajax, and Olympique Lyonnais - three
of the world’s most powerful soccer clubs.
Jones played with Olympique Lyonnais. From the
program, I feel like I gained a lot of knowledge in playing
all positions because even though I play forward I wanted
the French coaches to know I was willing to play
anywhere. I hope I can take what I have learned and the
skills I have gained and bring that back to BRSC and
help my team become even more successful.
In addition to being trained by Olympique Lyonnais
academy coaches, Jones played in international friendly
matches against Academy teams and receive individual
evaluation from Olympique Lyonnais coaches - an
opportunity presented to very few American players.
About generation adidas international: generation adidas international emphasizes
adidas’ role as the premier provider of elite developmental opportunities to its youth
soccer clubs. With generation adidas international’s incomparable access to the
world’s top academies and tournaments, adidas clubs have the opportunity to train
and play at the sport’s most renowned institutions. With generation adidas international, the world of
adidas soccer opens its doors. Where will you play?
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